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Automatic Transmission Inventory Receives Price Drop at Used Gearbox
Company

Automatic transmission inventory has received a drop in price for all buyers at the Got
Transmissions.com company. These previously owned transmissions are now available at a
lowered price for telephone or online sales to U.S. buyers.

Austin, Texas (PRWEB) October 12, 2013 -- Transmission replacements can be a costly repair for a vehicle
owner without a resource to purchase a discount gearbox for installation. The Got Transmissions company has
now lowered the pricing for its automatic transmission inventory online at
http://www.gottransmissions.com/blog/chevy-transmissions/chevy-automatic-transmission.

These price reductions are part of the discount program that was recently set into place for all buyers
purchasing from the company inventory online or by phone. The automatic gearboxes that are currently listed
for sale in stock include many of the vintage and late model editions that have been produced by General
Motors since the 1980s.

High mileage effects transmissions just as much as a vehicle engine, according to auto repair industry data. A
person with a high mileage engine often has extra wear and tear placed on the transmission.

Consumers who seek replacements for a worn or defective transmission could find that a replacement is less
expensive than a repair when a discount supply source is used.

"The discount program that we're offering on all automatic gearbox units is expected to expand the amount of
visitors who access our inventory online," a source from the Got Transmissions company said.

A search tool is now a useful way that any parts buyer can use on the Got Transmissions company website to
find gearboxes in stock. This system was implemented due to the increase in sales volume last year. This
lookup system now showcases the reduced priced Chevy gearboxes that are provided online. Additional stick
shift units can be found using the updated search tools.

"Warranty protection is not included by every online seller due to distribution companies or other sources used
to acquire replacement units that are sold to the public," the source added.

The announced pricing for automatic transmission replacement units that are sold by the GotTransmissions.com
company now include the warranty policies that were updated earlier this year. These policies introduce a
coverage term of up to 24 months in length for use in protecting the internal and external OEM parts.

Updates to the sale pricing and additional information that is announced by this company is scheduled for
inclusion inside the customized content management system now accessible by all buyers using the company
website. This resource available for access by going to http://gottransmissions.com/blog.

About GotTransmissions.com

The GotTransmissions.com company provides transmissions for manual and automatic configurations for
vehicles used in the U.S. market. The company staff offers solutions for price discounts and other incentives
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that are applied to the inventory carried in stock. The company website is one resource that consumers use
when purchasing gearboxes for discount prices. The GotTransmissions.com toll-free number remains a way
that customer service is provided to offline transmission buyers. The shipment incentives that are added to each
engine order are scheduled to remain through the 2014 year.
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Contact Information
William Norad
GotTransmissions.com
http://www.gottransmissions.com
1-866-320-1082

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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